
Lee Hunter is a multi-disciplinary artist working with photography, sculpture, and video. She is interested in 
the built environment, landscape, and perception. Her work has been exhibited at artist run galleries and 
non-profit art spaces such as R. Jampol Projects, Vox Populi Gallery, In The Pines, and Savernack Street 
Gallery. She has received support to attend a number of artist in residence programs including The Vermont 
Studio Center, I-Park Foundation, and The Luminary. Hunter received her BS from Portland State University 
and her MFA from the San Francisco Art Institute. She lives and works in New York, NY. 
 
Harry Kuttner is a sculptor and installation artist born in Chicago, IL. His work stems from representations in 
visual culture, focusing on the physical and visual connections between the manufactured object and the 
natural world. Kuttner received his BS in Studio Art and Environmental Geology from southern Wisconsin’s 
Beloit College in 2013. He is currently working on a number of collaborations with Chicago and Baltimore-
based object makers, skateboarders, and western wear enthusiasts. Kuttner currently lives in Baltimore, 
MD. 
 
Ryan Thompson lives and works in Chicago, IL where he is an artist and Associate Professor of Art & 
Design at Trinity Christian College. His ongoing 'Department of Natural History’ engages a series of complex 
and often strange relationships produced when human forces collide with natural phenomena. Recent 
projects are featured in 'Making the Geologic Now’ (Punctum Books, 2013), Format P Magazine, ‘Earth 
Works!’ (2013), 'Reframing Photography' (Routledge, 2010), and the his recently published book, 'Bad Luck, 
Hot Rocks.’ His work has been exhibited at places such as: EYEBEAM (New York), Gallery Analix Forever 
(Geneva), Links Hall (Chicago), Evanston Art Center (Chicago), Root Division (San Francisco), Mila 
Kunstgalerie (Berlin), and Lease Agreement (Baltimore, MD). 
 
Conrad Bakker has exhibited his work both nationally and internationally, including Tate Modern (London), 
Galerie Analix Forever (Geneva), Fargfabriken Center for Contemporary Art and Architecture (Stockholm), 
the New Museum of Contemporary Art (New York), the Renaissance Society at the University of Chicago 
(Chicago), Art in General, Artists’ Space, and Apex Art (New York City), Lora Reynolds Gallery (Austin), 
Contemporary Art Museum Houston and in mailboxes and on his front lawn. His work has been the subject 
of articles and reviews in Frieze, Contemporary, Flash Art, Art Forum, Art World Magazine, ArtUS, Art 
Papers, Sculpture, UOVO, The Chicago Tribune, The New York Times, and The New Yorker magazine. 
Conrad Bakker has been awarded individual artist grants from the Creative Capital Foundation, The Illinois 
Arts Council, and the Joan Mitchell Foundation Painters and Sculptors Grant Program.  
 
Smudge Studios (Making the Geologic Now) Since 2005, smudge studio has pursued what we take to be 
our most urgent and meaningful task as artists and humans: to invent and enact practices capable of 
acknowledging and living in responsive relationship to forces of change that make the world. Elizabeth 
Ellsworth is Professor of Media Studies at the New School, New York. She along with Jamie Kruse, co-
founded the nonprofit media arts collaboration: smudgestudio.org. smudge has received funding from a 
variety of international foundations to produce and exhibit work on the material conditions of life and learning 
in the Anthropocene.   
 
MK Meador is a writer and curator living in Chicago. As curator with the Comfort Station, she collaborated 
with Stella Brown to bring the Rock Shop to the Comfort Station for the spring of 2015. She has curated 
exhibitions and programming for A+D Gallery, Chicago Artists Coalition, the Milwaukee Avenue Arts 
Festival, Design Cloud, and the Chicago Loop Alliance. As a writer in the arts, she served as Senior Editor 
the Chicago Art Magazine and has worked as freelance contributor to Newcity and Proximity publications. 
 
 


